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Cong deliberately ignored
far-flung areas: Dr Jitendra
each and every region, with
particular focus on remote
and backward pockets for
ensuring Sabka Saath Sabka
Vikas,” he said.
Besides, he added, there had
not been even a single corruption charge against any Minister
of the present Government at
Centre during the past four years
and this was the commitment of
PM Modi.
Dr Jitendra Singh urged the
youth to participate in building
the nation stronger as youth represents the country and country
always belongs to young people
who have right to decide everything. “Gone are the days of
Congress when a powerful
coterie of a particular family was
at the helm of affairs. Prime
Minister Modi is very much keen
that youth should participate in
Government decisions, policy
making and taking country to the
level of developed nations,” he
added.
Admitting that Ramban is
one of the most backward areas,
the Union Minister said that like
many of his colleagues, he has
been working full time under the
leadership and directions of Modi
for the development of such areas
in J&K as well as in North
Eastern States. He claimed that
out of the total amount of Rs
2400 crores sanctioned for the
construction of the link roads
under PMGSY in State, major
part of amount has been earmarked for Ramban, Doda and
Kishtwar districts. However, he
added, development is a continuous process and the effect of
such major projects can be made
visible after taking due course of
time.
Dr Jitendra Singh’s visit to

remote Ukhral in Ramban was
also in connection with nationwide campaign to celebrate birth
anniversary of Dr
B R
Ambedkar as “Social Justice
Day” and Gram Swaraj Abhiyan
in the district.
He claimed that in the present
Government under the able leadership of Modi, Dr Bhimrao
Ambedkar has been given the
true, deserving tribute and
respect.
On the demand of a Degree
College at Ukhral, Dr Jitendra
Singh said that he would try his
level best to establish it under
the Rashtriya Uchttar Shiksha
Abhiyan (RUSA)- a Centrally
Sponsored Scheme and added
that he would strive to provide
the financial support for every
such important facility as could
not be fulfilled by the State. He
also assured to look into the
issues of VDC members and
other demands.
MLA
Ramban Neelam
Kumar
Langeh,
Deputy
Commissioner, Ramban Tariq
Hussain Ganai, SSP, Ramban
Mohan Lal, Chairman JAKFED,
Munish Sharma, and BJP district
president, Ramesh Kumar were
also present on the occasion.
Earlier,
MLA
Neelam
Langeh, while addressing the
gathering, also listed achievements of the BJP Government at
Centre and the State besides failures of the Congress regimes. He
also brought several developmental issues and demands to the
notice of the Union Minister and
sought their early redressal.
Chairman JAKFED Munish
Sharma, BJP district president
Ramesh Kumar and others also
addressed on the occasion.

Farooq for Spl Assembly session
for all of us to see", the NC president told the meeting.
"The PDP-BJP Alliance has
left no stone unturned to divide
the people of the State along
regional and religious lines to
seek their own specific political
dividends. While the BJP continues to pit the people of Jammu
against their brothers and sisters
in Kashmir as a deeply divisive
and dangerous political strategy,
the PDP in Kashmir sought votes
against the BJP before aligning
with it post elections - eroding
the sanctity of its mandate and
pushing our youth towards turmoil and disenchantment. The
ramifications of this opportunism - of this brazen sellout
have been disastrous. Today the
fault lines between various
regions of our State have become
deeper than they ever where as
shrill, polarizing rhetoric has
changed the narrative into an 'us
versus them' debate in respective
regions of the State. This is a
very dangerous trend and the
slide needs to be checked immediately before it's too late and the
situation becomes irretrievable",
he said.
The National Conference
president expressed serious concern over the deteriorating law
and order scenario in the State
and said the unabated spate of
civilian killings was pushing the
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youth towards a path of unimaginable anger and hostility. "We
are deeply concerned at the spate
of unabated civilian killings in
the Valley and at the
Government's shocking abdication of responsibility to prevent
these killings. The State
Government cannot blame the
dead for dying. The Chief
Minister should introspect and
listen to some rare calls of conscience in her own party including that of her brother,
Tassaduq Mufti who recently
said the PDP and the BJP were
'partners in crime", he added.
"I also implore all of you to
continue playing a constructive
role in blunting the edge of a
communal narrative and a divisive politics that threatens our
State's amity and brotherhood.
Each one of us should rebuild the
bridges of trust and mutual
brotherhood between the three
regions of the State and swear
by the integrity and unity of
Jammu and Kashmir. Those trying to divide the State by poisoning people of one region
against the other are playing
with fire and will never succeed
in their ulterior motives", the
National Conference president
said.
And in the meantime, former Chief Minister and leader
of Opposition, Omar Abdullah
today questioned BJP legislator Lal Singh's assertion that
he had participated in the rally
organized by Hindu Ekta
Manch in favour of accused in
Kathua minor rape and murder case to defuse tension.
"I don't understand how inciting the local people to protest &
how threatening the police
against making any arrests was
meant "to defuse tension", Omar
said in his reaction on social networking website twitter.

CINEMA

APSARA AUDI-1: OCTOBER - 09.45 AM, 12:45 P.M., 03:45 P.M., 06.45 PM
APSARA AUDI-2: BAAGHI- 2 - 09:45 AM, 12:30 P.M., 3:30 P.M., 6:30 PM.
HARI THEATRE: LOUNGE LACHI - DAILY 4 SHOWS
INDIRA AUDI-I: 1. RAMPAGE (HIN) - 09:30 AM, 2. GOLAK BUGNI BANK TE BATUA (PUN) - 11.35 AM,
3. RAMPAGE (HIN) - 2:00 PM, 4. GOLAK BUGNI BANK TE BATUA (PUN) - 04.05 PM, 5. RAMPAGE
(HIN) - 6.30 PM 6. RAMPAGE (HIN) - 8:35 PM. 7. GOLAK BUGNI BANK TE BATUA (PUN) - 10.40 P.M.
INDIRA AUDI-II: 1. OCTOBER - 09:30 AM, 11.45 AM, 2.10 PM, 4.25 PM, 6.40 PM, 8.50 PM
INDIRA AUDI-III: 1. BAAGHI 2 - 9:30 AM 2. SUBEDAR JOGINDER SINGH (PUN) - 12:15 PM, 3. BAAGHI 2- 2:50 PM 4. BLACKMAIL - 5:35 PM, 5. GOLAK BUGNI BANK TE BATUA (PUN) - 8:15 PM, 6. BAAGHI 2 10.30 PM.
WAVE CINEMA-1: OCTOBER (U): 10:00 AM, 12.30 PM, 3.00 PM, 5.30 PM, 8.00 PM, 10.30 PM
WAVE CINEMA-2: 1. GOLK BUGNI BANK TE BATUA- PUNJABI : 10:30 AM, 2. BAAGHI 2 (U/A) - 1.30
PM, 3. BLACKMAIL (U/A) - 4.30 PM, 4. BAAGHI 2 (U/A) - 7.30 PM, 5. GOLK BUGNI BANK TE BATUAPUNJABI - 10.25 PM.
WAVE CINEMA-3: 1. RAMPAGE HINDI (U/A) - 10.10 AM, 2. SUBEDAR JOGINDER SINGH PUNJABI
(U/A) - 12.25 PM, 3. RAMPAGE- HINDI (U/A) - 3.15 PM, 4. GOLK BUGNI BANK TE BATUA- PUNJABI
- 5.35 PM, 5. HICHKI (U) - 8.10 PM. 6. RAMPAGE ENG (U/A) - 10.35 P.M.
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CM accepts resignations of Lal,
Ganga; forwards them to Guv
Ministers, strength of the
Ministry has come down to 22,
leading to three vacancies.
As per the PDP-BJP agreement, PDP will have 14 Ministers11 Cabinet and three MoS (including the Chief Minister) while BJP
will have 11 Ministers-eight
Cabinet and three MoS. The BJP
Ministers included Sajjad Ghani
Lone
from
the
People's
Conference, an ally of the BJP.
Sources said the Chief
Minister could give charge of
Forests and Industry and
Commerce Ministries to some
BJP Ministers pending expansion of the Cabinet and inclusion
of two BJP leaders in the
Ministry in place of Lal Singh
and Chander Prakash Ganga.
There were indications that the
BJP could take some time in deciding its two new faces in the Council
of Ministry and till then additional
charge of the two Departments can
be held by the incumbent Ministers.
The BJP leaders have already started lobbying for the Ministerial
berths as replacement of Lal Singh
and Ganga.
However, according to BJP
sources, Ram Madhav, who
presided over the Legislature Party
meeting of the BJP here yesterday,
didn't discuss any names as successors of the two outgoing Ministers.

"There was no discussion on
the names for induction in the
Ministry or the timing of expansion of the Cabinet,'' sources
said, adding the issue didn't figure in yesterday's meeting as
number of MLAs were supportive of the demand for CBI probe
into Rassana incident for which
Lal Singh and Ganga were asked
to resign.
Ram Madhav could discuss
names for inductions into the
Cabinet with BJP national president
Amit Shah after the things settled
down in Jammu, sources said.
They added that the resignations of Lal Singh and Chander
Prakash Ganga were received by
the Chief Minister from BJP State
chief Sat Sharma this morning
which were immediately accepted
and forwarded to Governor N N
Vohra for completing the procedural formalities, they said.
Ram Madhav, who had held
consultations with legislators of the
party here yesterday, had
announced the resignations would
be forwarded for further action
thereby ending a simmering political crisis in the State.
Both Lal Singh and Ganga had
maintained yesterday that they had
been sent by the party to Kathua to
understand the ground situation and
they had done nothing wrong.

BCI asks Jammu, Kathua bar bodies to call off strike
taken suo moto cognisance of a
strike call given by the Kathua
and the Jammu and Kashmir bar
associations in connection with
the gang rape and killing of an
eight-year-old girl in Jammu
region and issued notice to the
bar bodies.
The Bar Association of Jammu
had on April 13 said that it was
extending its strike till April 17
against the "growing illegal presence
of
Rohingyas
and
Bangladeshi nationals," while
alleging that its agitation for a CBI
probe into the Kathua rape-cummurder case was wrongly being
portrayed as "communal".
"If we find that they were really
indulging in misconduct and the
strike was illegal and altogether
objectionable, then we will take
appropriate action. We can go to the
extend of cancelling the licence of
the lawyers. We have the power,"
Mishra said.
The Apex bar body has
decided to send a team headed by
former High Court Chief Justice
Tarun Agarwala and comprising
two co-chairmen of the council, S
Prabhakaran and R G Shah,

advocate Razia Begum and independent lawyer Naresh Dixit.
The BCI chairman also said
that the team will visit the State on
April 20 to investigate the matter
and after consulting all the persons
concerned, it will submit its report
to the bar council which will in turn
submit its report before the apex
court.
"Since the case is fixed on April
19 and the team is going on April
20, we will seek two or three days
adjournment in the Supreme
Court," Mishra said.
The minor victim had disappeared from near her home in a village near Kathua in Jammu and
Kashmir on January 10. Her body
was found in the same area a week
later.
The Crime Branch of J-K
Police, which probed the case, filed
a main charge sheet against seven
persons and a separate charge sheet
against a juvenile in a court in
Kathua district earlier this week.
The charge sheet revealed chilling details about how the girl was
allegedly kidnapped, drugged and
raped inside a place of worship
before being killed. (PTI)

SAC puts question mark on implementation
of around Rs 1800 cr worth schemes in J&K
figures vis-à-vis work done
under this scheme till ending
March 2018.
As far as Swachh Bharat
Mission is concerned, the SAC was
informed that an amount of Rs 165
crore was allocated for 2017-18 out
of which an amount of Rs 116 crore
was spent. With regard to integrated Watershed Management
Programme it was informed that an
amount of Rs 44 crore was allocated out of which Rs 33.96 crore was
spent.
However, it was submitted
before the SAC that under National
Rural Livelihood Mission no budget was provided by the Central
Government and the Rural
Development Department was
only acting as a facilitator in creating the Self Help Groups.
Shockingly, he could not furnish
details about the number of groups
created.
As far as Rurban Mission is
concerned, the SAC was informed
that an amount of Rs 15 crore was
allocated for 2017-18 and so far
three projects have been conceived
under this scheme in which Rs 15
crore have to be spent.
However,
the
Full
Commission found that much of
the claims made by the
Government were not based on
the actual physical verification of
the work done under these
schemes, sources said, adding
"the Commission has found
information provided by the
Additional Secretary short of the
requirement and only drawn
from the record of the Rural
Development Department".
"It is not known whether the
funds have been spent on the
schemes and whether the works
were executed on the ground", the
SAC said while seeking seven
point information along with the
proof from the Commissioner/
Secretary
of
the
Rural
Development Department within a
period of four weeks.
The Commission has sought
record of the surveys conducted
to identify beneficiaries under

these six schemes; details of the
amount spent under each scheme
identifying the beneficiaries and
the locations; proof of the job
cards supplied and the amount
transferred to the beneficiaries'
bank accounts under each
scheme; proof of the demand
made under MGNREGA scheme
by the beneficiaries from different areas of the State; whether
any
supervisory/monitoring
mechanism was set up by the
Rural Development Department
to conduct any physical verification of the works under these
schemes, if any, the particulars of
such supervisory body; list of the
Ombudsman appointed in 22 districts with all their particulars to
enable the SAC to summon them
and obtain record on physical
execution of various works under
these schemes and details of the
Social Audit Unit to be set up
along with the details of its operations and reports along with the
personnel comprising such Social
Audit Unit.
Stating that Government should
set up a supervisory mechanism of
its own to report progress of the
execution of the works on weekly/monthly basis, the SAC said, "in
case of default the Commission
may set up its own mechanism to
find out and ascertain the execution
of the works on ground and
whether the benefit of these
schemes has flown to the beneficiaries".
In this way, the Commission
has put a big question mark on
the implementation of six major
Centrally Sponsored Schemes in
the rural development sector in
Jammu and Kashmir and created major embarrassment for the
Government, sources remarked.
It is pertinent to mention here
that the SAC started the process of
ascertaining the status of the implementation of various Centrally
Sponsored Schemes in rural development sector in the wake of vide
spread reports of non-implementation or shoddy implementation of
these schemes in the State.

Man shot at by militants
Moolu Chitragam and fired
upon him from a close range
leaving him critically injured".
"Consequently the civilian was
evacuated and admitted in the hospital. His medical bulletin is awaited. Initial investigation reveals the
complicity of outlawed outfit LeT
in the attack. Police has registered a
case FIR No. 109/2018 under
Section 307 RPC, 7/27 Arms Act
and started investigation into the
matter", the spokesman added.
Meanwhile, a youth injured in
clashes with the security forces in
Kangan area of central Kashmir's
Ganderbal district two weeks
before succumbed at SKIMS today.

Aamir Hameed Lone, 21, a
resident of Chhatergul Kangan,
was admitted to SKIMS hospital
in Soura area of Srinagar on April
3 after being seriously injured
during the clashes which erupted
in the area following the killing of
a youth Gowhar Ahmad Rather.
A pall of gloom descended
on Lone's village soon after his
body reached his native place.
Shoppers closed their shops,
while transport came to a halt.
Apprehending
protests,
authorities made huge deployment of security forces in the
area. A spontaneous shutdown
was observed in Kangan area
over the killing of Lone.

PDP, NC conveniently ordered,
favoured CBI probe in many cases

and murder by the Crime
Branch.
In 2009 much publicized case
of the killing of Nelofar and Asiya
in South Kashmir's Shopian district, Chief Minister Mehbooba
Mufti's PDP, which was in
Opposition then, was in forefront in
demanding CBI probe alleging that
the girls had been raped and killed
by security forces. Initially, the NC,
which was running coalition with
the Congress then headed by Omar,
had ordered Judicial Inquiry into
the killing by Justice Muzaffar Jan,
but finally handed over the case to
the CBI for "fair probe''.
The CBI had concluded that
the girls had died of drowning
and gave clean chit to all five
police officers including then SSP
Shopian Javed Iqbal Mattu, who
had been victimized, arrested
and suspended. The PDP as an
Opposition party then had
refused to trust the police investigations but now as a ruling party,
it was adamant on Crime Branch
probe into Rassana rape and was
refusing to handover the case to
the CBI notwithstanding the
majority view in Jammu, which
was in favour of the probe by the
Central agency as the people
opined that the minor girl and
her family should get justice with
the arrest of real culprits, who
perpetrated such a heinous
crime.
In 2006 when PDP-Congress
were running the coalition and
National Conference was in
Opposition, the NC had forcefully
demanded handing over of
Kashmir sex scandal to the CBI.
The PDP-Congress Government
had handed over case to the CBI in
which bigwigs like top bureaucrat,
politicians, Advocates, security
officers etc were involved.
People here wanted to know
from the PDP and NC that if their
decisions to demand and order CBI
probe into Shopian `killings' and
Kashmir sex scandal were justified,
how the demand for similar probe
into Rassana incident can by unjustified?
"Isn't it double standards of
PDP and NC? If the CBI probe
suits them, they demand it or
order it? And now since the
demand has been coming from
Jammu especially from the
areas, where these two parties
have very little or even no political ground, they are opposing it,''
a number of people, who were
interviewed on the issue by the
Excelsior, observed.
But what has shocked the
people of Jammu most is the
"shameful stand'' taken by the
BJP, which has forced its two
Cabinet Ministers to resign for
supporting the demand of
Hiranagar people for CBI probe
into the killing.
"We had given BJP 25 out of 37

BJP seeks Mir’s removal, Cong rejects

eight-year-old girl.
The opposition party claimed
Assembly seats in Jammu region
that it was because of the pressure
and both the Lok Sabha seats but
exerted by the people and the
look, how badly and miserably,
protest march led by party chief
they have let us down. They have
Rahul Gandhi that saw the ruling
brought shame to the people of
BJP take the action against its minJammu by their stand of not supisters.
porting the demand of CBI probe
Congress leader Pawan Khera
and dismissing two Ministers under
said the party did not defend its
the influence of 'totally misleading
Karnataka
leader
Dinesh
coverage by Kashmir-centric
Gundurao's remark that Uttar
national media' and to appease their
Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi
coalition partner to stay in power,''
Adityanath be shown slippers over
the people said and vowed to teach
Kathua and Unnao rape cases if he
the BJP a strong lesson in the next
entered the State.
Lok Sabha and Assembly elections.
Khera said Gundurao was a
Records revealed that the State
father of two and like everybody
High Court had on November 21,
else he was "deeply disturbed by
2012, cast serious aspersions on
what is happening to daughters in
Jammu and Kashmir Police probe
the country".
into the killings of 19 people, 13 of
The BJP today released a video
them women, by the militants at
purportedly showing Mir calling
village Sailan in Surankote tehsil of
the police probe in the Kathua case
Poonch district in 1998.
as motivated and defending the
The Jammu and Kashmir
public protests against it. The safPolice have taken no action for 14
fron party demanded that Gandhi
years. These were the remarks of
sack him.
the State High Court on November
"Mir sahab has clearly said that
21, 2012 while handing over investhe video they are talking about is
tigations of brutal killing of 19
one or one-and-half months old
civilians at Sailan, Surankot, to the
because of Mir sahab's demand that
Central Bureau of Investigations.
there was some progress, action in
Jammu and Kashmir Police has
the case," Khera told reporters here.
failed to solve the missing case of
"So, the talk of sacking (by the
12 year old child for two years.
BJP) someone is misleading.
These were the words of the State
Today, in fact, they (the BJP)
High Court on February 12, 2016
should have kept quite. Today peowhile handing over the missing
ple are asking them questions, who
child case of Vijaypur to the CBI.
are they (the BJP) to ask questions,"
The Crime Branch of Jammu
he asked.
and Kashmir Police had after 13
Hitting back at the BJP over the
years of investigations into the
rape incidents, Khera accused
missing of holy Quran manuPrime Minister Narendra Modi of
script bearing seal of Mughal
providing merely a "lip service"
emperor Aurangzeb from
and of taking time to respond to
Srinagar Museum, closed the
them.
case. The High Court had
Khera claimed that the two
ordered CBI probe into the theft
Jammu and Kashmir Ministers, Lal
on September 22, 2016.
Singh and Chander Prakash Ganga,
Majority of people in Jammu
had to resign due to pressure.
were of the view that the Jammu
"You removed two Ministers,
and Kashmir Government should
that too in the wake of pressure…
have learnt lessons from Haryana
But why Ajay Singh Bisht, the
Government, which handed over
Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh,
the school child murder case to the
was not removed?", he asked.
CBI and within days, entire course
"Everywhere you have these
of investigations was changed.
ghastly stories, barbarism of the
Initially, police had arrested a conworst kind. Everybody's blood
ductor of the school bus for murder
and forced him to confess the
boils today," he added.
killing but the CBI established that
Khera also played down as
a school student was the accused
"noora kushti" (fixed match) the
and ordered release of the hapless
BJP's allegation that some AAP
conductor.
workers had sported saffron "gamEven the Uttar Pradesh
chas" and raised provocative sloGovernment immediately handed
gans in front of a mosque in Delhi
over Unnao rape case to the CBI in
during a Ram Navami procession
which ruling BJP MLA was
to instigate riots.
involved.
"We have been talking about
"If the Government is really
their noora kushti (fixed match)
interested in giving justice to
since the time the AAP was formed.
Rassana rape victim and her family,
Time and again we get to see how
it should handover the case to the
they play politics complementing
CBI immediately for free, fair and
each other," he alleged. (PTI)
impartial probe, which would lead
to the arrest of real culprits,'' the
people said, adding if all those
Her younger sister also quesarrested presently turned out to be Kashmir's Kathua district, Ram's
the accused even in the CBI probe, family members have been tioned the Crime Branch's investidemanding an "impartial inves- gation asking how could a father
they should be hanged.
tigation by a credible agency". call his son for raping a minor girl Sixteen women, who were on a - as claimed in the chargesheet.
"Can you imagine what this
fast demanding a CBI probe into
the case, have been hospitalised (statement in charge-sheet of Crime
Branch) means? It is shameful that
in past 15 days.
from, Shivpora to Panjinara in
"My father (Sanji Ram) and someone says an old man called his
Srinagar, almost 6 lakh cubic brother (Vishal) should be hanged young son from his college in UP to
metres have been dredged so far, to death if they are found guilty, rape a little girl," she said.
The issue was being politicised,
the department claims.
provided the investigation is conIn Sopore reach, 3.97 lakh ducted by a credible agency. We she said, and claimed that their
cubic meters were drudged out of want justice for the girl by a probe voice had been muzzled in political
4.5 Lakh cubic meters. "We have through credible agency and only war.
The family said that the
completed the Sopore reach," Chief such probe can ensure our father's
Executive Engineer Baramulla, and brother's innocence," one of chargesheet had not only given bad
name to the hamlet but also "disGhulam Mohammad Ganai, said. Ram's daughters said.
He added in Baramulla out of
"Media should have heard us, credited" all the Dogras of the area.
The body of the girl, from the
5.10 lakh cubic meters only 2.43 our side and our fears on the probe
cubic meters, nearly 55-60 percent by the Crime Branch. Wanting a Bakerwal community, was recovdredging has been completed. "The CBI probe to give justice to 8-year ered from Rassana forest on
dredging could not be completed girl, meant to media that we were January 17, a week after she went
because of sliding. Near Khanpora shielding culprits or creating hurdle missing while grazing horses in the
bridges in Baramulla sliding of in the probe. It was wrong. We forest area.
On
January
23,
the
embankments took place. There always batted for justice for the
Government had handed over the
was also a Hindu temple on the girl," she said.
river edge that could have collapsed
She expressed doubt about the case to the Crime Branch of the
if the department had continued. credibility of the probe by the State police which formed a Special
Investigation Team and arrested
The road towards Khanpora- Uri Crime Branch.
was also in danger," he said, adding
"Being a girl, I am pained over eight people including two Special
there was also unavailability of the treatment meted out to the vic- Police Officers (SPOs) and a head
dikes at several places and that tim but I am doubtful over the constable, who was charged with
equally dented the process.
probe being conducted by the destruction of evidence.
The Crime Branch of Jammu
The dredging work of the flood Crime Branch," she said.
spill channel is also incomplete and
"We have doubts over the and Kashmir Police filed a main
the department claimed that nearly investigation and there are reasons charge sheet against the seven
40-45 percent work has been com- for it. We strongly demand a CBI accused on Monday last and one
pleted. Out of the allotted 18 lakh inquiry to ensure justice to the vic- separate charge sheet against anothcubic meters of dredging only 7 tim as well as the local people," she er accused, who was earlier said to
be a juvenile, at a court in Kathua
lakh cubic meters have been added.
district on Tuesday last. (PTI)
dredged so far, the department
claims. However, the officials at
I&FC said that the important part of
the project was the construction of
embankments on the flood spill
channel and that has been already
completed. "The flood embank- project. "Almost seven years project was under State sector and
ments from Tangpora to Hokersar have passed since its foundation received meager funding. "Under
has been completed and that will stone was laid but there has been State sector funds are not released
save the low lying areas of no headway in the project for last in one go. It takes time for the comSrinagar. The areas around Bemina two years," he said, adding the pletion of the project. But we have
in the outskirts of Srinagar were Institute is running from a called a meeting in this regard
mostly affected by flood as there cramped makeshift arrangement. wherein the issue will be discussed
were no embankments around that
Presently, the Institute runs and solve the issue," he said.
The officials at R&B, however,
area," an official said, adding it will, from a makeshift arrangement in
however, put an extra pressure of the local Government Boys said that they have already floated
25000 cusecs on the Wullar lake Higher Secondary School. "It is fresh tenders for the pending work
where the water finally enters.
really hard for teachers who as the earlier contractor failed to
come for training and the staff of complete the project. "The contracthe DIET to operate from a tor was irked due to the slow pace
of funds and stopped the work.
as the Apex Court took a strong cramped space despite sanction- Reacting to his act, we have termiing
of
new
campus,"
another
offinote of some lawyers obstructing
nated his contract," he said, adding
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unit chief.
In the video, which was played
during a press conference at the
BJP headquarters here, Mir is purportedly telling reporters that the
locals believed the investigation
was motivated and that the main
culprits were still at large.
Questions would be raised and
there must be some justification in
the people's demand, Mir said,
wondering if the probe was aimed
at making some political points.
"When our Ministers expressed
these sentiments, the Congress, the
media made a lot of noise. We took
action. They resigned. Now we
want to ask Rahul Gandhi, who
took out a candlelight march
(protesting the growing incidents of
crime against women in the country), why is he not taking action
against his party's State president,”
Javadekar said.
Pointing fingers at others while
protecting its own was the character
of the Congress party, he alleged.
The authenticity of the video
could not be independently verified
by PTI.
The BJP had faced flak after its
leaders in the Jammu region,
including two Ministers in the
Mehbooba Mufti Government,
joined the public protests against
the police probe into the brutal rape
and murder of an eight-year-old girl
from the nomadic Bakerwal
Muslim community that had led to
the arrest of eight persons.
The two Ministers -- Lal Singh
and Chander Prakash Ganga -resigned on Friday, soon after
Prime Minister Narendra Modi said
these incidents, including a rape
case in which a BJP MLA from
Unnao district of Uttar Pradesh is
the accused, had shamed the country and that justice would be
ensured in all the cases.
Javadekar also demanded an
apology from senior Congress
leader Ghulam Nabi Azad, noting
that Bar Association of Jammu
president B S Slahia, who had led
the public protests against the
police probe, was his poll agent in
the 2014 Lok Sabha election.
Meanwhile, the Congress
today dismissed the BJP's demand
of sacking its Jammu and Kashmir
unit chief Ghulam Ahmad Mir for
allegedly terming the Kathua rape
and murder case as "motivated",
saying it was because of his
demand that the inquiry into the
matter had seen some progress initially.
The Congress also termed as
"misleading" the BJP's talk of its
two State Ministers resigning from
their posts for taking part in a
protest march supporting those
accused of raping and killing the

Conspirator’s family for CBI probe

Firm asked to wind up for failure
to complete Jhelum dredging
fresh tenders would be issued
for the pending work. "The contract has ended on 31st of March
and the company has been asked
to wind up operations here. The
project would have been completed but the water level
remained low for last one-two
years and that hindered the
process," Axon irrigation and
flood control Srinagar, Sartaj
Singh, said.
Echoing him the Chief
Executive Engineer I&FC,
Shahnawaz Ahmad, when contacted, said: " New estimates will
be taken up soon for the pending
work."
The drudging of the river
Jhelum was to be carried in two
phases and phase-I of the project
was initiated in North and central
Kashmir. For Bell Mouth to
Panjinara stretch in Srinagar, the
deadline for completing the first
phase of dredging was January
2017 but the government extended
the deadline to December 2017 due
to 2016 unrest. And for Sopore to
Baramulla stretch, the deadline for
completing the first phase of dredging was September 2017. As the
company failed to meet the target
the March 31st was kept as the final
deadline for the project and the
company failed to meet that as well.
As per the experts, the river
Jhelum at its peak could hold more
than 30000 cusecs of water and due
to the accumulation of silt for many
years the carrying capacity had
reduced to mere 10000 to 15000
cusecs.
Out of the total 16.15 lakh cubic
meters of silt in the river, only 12.35
lakh cubic meters, a little over 76
percent, have been dredged so far,
as per the figures of the department
of I&FC.
Of the allocated work of dredging around 8 lakh cubic metres

7 years on, Pulwama DIET
campus awaits completion

Trial in Kathua case to begin today
Judicial Magistrate will, however, hold the trial for the juvenile
as it is the designated court
under the Juvenile act, according to officials.
The Jammu and Kashmir
Government has appointed two
special public prosecutors, both
Sikhs, for the trial in the sensitive
case, a move being seen as made to
ensure “neutrality” in view of
Hindu-Muslim polarisation over
the case.
The trial is expected to go
smoothly after the Jammu Bar
association as well as the Kathua
Bar received a rap on the kuckles
by the Supreme Court on April 13
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